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This problem of research is learning English as foreign language for the 
elementary school which relate to teaching materials. This research has 
aim to see the form of teaching material in Elementary school English 
textbook grade 5 (Learning By Doing). Whenever Elementary school 
students can be categorized to be young learners in studying English as 
foreign language, so the approach of teaching should use the children 
learning theories and the good display of learning materials presentation 
in the textbook. Textbook for experienced English teacher will be source 
and way to get inspiration for teaching, meanwhile each single task and 
activity in the textbook is used as guidance for inexperienced English 
teacher. In this analysis, the researchers are interested in analyzing the 
elementary school English textbook with descriptive qualitative method 
and using content analysis based on the indicator of communicative 
English textbook and children learning principles in studying EFL. the 
technique for collecting the data based on worksheet, document, and 
checklist. The results  of this study are 1). The learning materials in the 
textbook are discourse in the form of dialogs, stories, chants, and reading 
texts; 2).  The second form of learning material is instruction tasks and 
activities (questions answer and Total Physical Response (TPR); 3. The 
other form of learning is instruction and the last games as form of learning 
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Introduction 
The feasibility of English lesson as a theme of local content depends on the elementary school‟s plan and 
readiness to work out and teach this lesson. It offers elementary school management flexibility in making 
decisions for English Teaching based on the needs of the students or the demands of the community and the 
environment (Kasihani, 1997:Mustafa, 2002). The main goal of English lessons at this early stage is to expose 
young learners to the fact that they should also have a foreign language in addition to their native language or 
national languages. In particular, English teaching in Elementary school is aimed at improving the ability to 
understand basic oral and written languages (Huda (1999) in Musthafa (2002:27). 
 
In fact, the 13 curriculum program no longer includes English as the local sucject, but it is an extracurricular 
activity. The Curriculum Center of the Department of Primary and Secondary Education does not establish any 
syllabus for English. The Regional or Provincial Curriculum Board should establish the General Course 
Outline. The Local English syllabus has been published by some regional offices of the Department of Primary 
and Secondary Education, which can be used by elementary school as a guide for their students to develop an 
Education policy. In other words, the learning materials that each province produces, depending on its 
jurisdiction, its social, economic, cultural and regional growth needs. 
 
The English syllabus for elementary school has been produced by some regions to support the program. 
Some instructional materials have also been published in the form  of a student book and are available in 
bookstores. As a result, workbook or textbook tend to be the only source from which students obtain feedback 
and the primary material on which both teachers and students can rely. In particular, the textbook and 
workbook used in Indonesia for English as a foreign language (EFL) must go along with the needs of the EFL 
learners (Susanti, 2019). Textbooks provide the most evident and popular source of material support for 
language instruction. 
  
Harmer  (1991:257) in Richard (1998:129), Hutchinson and Torres (1994) assert that a well-prepared textbook 
is more than just a collection of possible lesson plans. In other words, since they are a simple way to provide 
structure to a learning program, textbooks thrive and prosper. Good textbook also contain content that is 
vibrant and interesting and include a logical progression of language objects. In addition, they also clearly 
explain what needs to be learned and summarize what has been examined in certain cases so that students 
can revisit the grammatical and functional points they have worked on. Richards also says that textbooks are 
seen by both teachers and learners as offering a guide that can help them more efficiently teach and learn. 
 
The wealth of published material available on the market for English Language Teaching (ELT) makes it a 
difficult task to pick the right textbooks. In choosing the textbooks and supporting materials, we need to be able 
to make knowledgeable and appropriate decisions (Cunningsworth,1995:1). The need for a textbook is defined 
by the essential learning outcome described by Brown (1994:145) 
The most obvious and common source of material support for language instruction is given by textbooks. Most 
definitely, as a relative new teacher, your first concern would not be choosing a textbook, but rather using the 
textbook that your boss has creatively given you. So even though you may have idealistic though that may be 
better about other textbooks out there, at the beginning the challenge you would be more likely to favor is to 
make the best use of the textbook you have. 
 
Meanwhile for the students, providing the students with the ability to understand and produce  the expressions 
in the functions of interpersonal communication, written, and oral, to communicate with other people in the 
context of communication, textbooks also included and enable learners to explore at least the texts widely 
used in English communication (Akbar, 2016). With regard to the above explanations, the content of learning 
materials at Learning By Doing English textbook grade 5 which published by Grafindo is important to examine 
in this study. It was carried out on the basis of the above explanation in order to address. The question is, 
“what are the learning materials in the learning by Doing English textbook grade 5? 
 





This study attempts to understand the characteristics of English textbooks in elementary school, especially the 
types of learning materials. The descriptive qualitative approach used  for the analysis of data in this study with 
content analysis (tasks and activities in the LBD book). The metrics used to evaluate this textbook are the 
synthesis of Cunningsworth‟s theory of developing and choosing a communicative English textbook (1995: 15-
16) and the theory of learning‟s involvement in the presentation of instructional materials in the textbooks for 
children. They are a combination  of Fisher (1991:3), Brown (1994:91- 93), Curtain & Pesola (1988:66), 
Kasihani in Sadtono (1997:168); Mustafa (2003:3). The two principles of synthesis are as follows: 
 
a) The tasks and activities of the textbooks should correspond to the needs of the learners and correspond 
to the goals and objectives of the program for language learning; 
b) The tasks and activities of the textbook should represent the uses that learners can make of the language 
(present or future); 
c) Textbook task and activities should take into account the needs of students as learners and promote their 
learning process without implementing a rigid, “system dogmatically; 
d) As a support for learning, the tasks and activities of textbooks should have a clear role. they mediate 
between the target language and the learner, just like teachers; 
e) The  characteristics of students learning principles, such as: The tasks and activities of the  textbooks 
should provide real action, physical activities, daily life activities, meaningful, function, interesting, 
communicative function of language, group works activities, audiovisual activities, repetition, and 
interesting (colorful pictures) 
This worksheet for checking the tasks and activities for each chapter of the textbook based on the theory of 
communicative English textbook and theory of young learners in studying  EFL. It will be the indicator for doing 
the content analysis in the textbook. Here is the worksheet for categorizing the data that are found in task and 
activities in the Learning By Doing (LBD) book.  




Forms  of Learning Materials 
Discourse Instructions Visuals Games 
     
     
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
In this study the researchers tried to categorize the tasks and activities in the LBD book in the worksheet. Here 
is the data of form of learning materials that are presented in the worksheet. 
 
Table.2. Worksheet for Categorizing form of learning material at LBD English Textbook 
 
Chapter 
Forms of Learning Materials 




2  Dialogs (A, 
B1) 






1 Song (E)    
1 Story (G)    
1 Chant(F)    
1 Reading text 
(C1) 
   










1 Song (J)    
1 Story (H)    
1 Chant(I)    
2 Reading text  
(B1,E2) 











1 Song (L)    
1 Story (K)    
1 Chant(I)    
1 Reading text 
(C,) 








1 Song (I)    
1 Story (N)    
1 Chant(M)    
1 Reading text 
(D) 




2Dialogs (A,L) 1Short Q-A (F) 3 Demonstrations 
(B, C, J) 
3Games 
(D,I,K) 
1 Song (H)    
0 Story ( - )    
0Chant( - )    
2Reading texts  
(E,G) 




2Dialogs (A,M) 4Short Q-A (C,E,J,K) 4Demonstrations 
(B,G TPR),I,L) 
0 Game ( - ) 
1 Song (H)    
1 Story ()    
1 Chant(A2,)    
1 Reading text 
(F) 
   
Chapter 7 
Review 





1 Song (H)    
1 Story (M,N)    
1 Chant(D)    
1 Reading text 
(J) 
   
 
Based on the above categorization and classification, the researchers found that there are some 
characteristics of form of learning materials in the LBD textbook. It can be indicated from the presentation of 
the titles of each chapter in LBD textbook (School Activities, At The School Library, At The Restaurant, Music 
and Dance, Sports and Games, Subjects and Stories and last Review) demonstrate that the events and 
assignments are closely linked to the everyday life of students. As the themes of the tasks and activities more 
real. It will give the chance for the students to learn the real things. As young learners haven‟t developed yet 
their abstraction. In the learning process they must have the real things, or in other form in the iconic. It is 
similar with statements about young learners learning principles of foreign language that children learn 
naturally, by Fisher (1991:3); Brown (1994:91-3); Curtain & Pesola (1998:66); Kasihani in Sadtono (1997:168); 
Mustafa (2000:3), so that children probably do not understand the meta-language we use to identify and 
illustrate the linguistic concepts The implication in creating the textbook which have themes of each chapters 
relate to the students daily life give the chance for the students in studying  the real things.  
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The other reason for English textbook materials have close relationship to students‟ daily life as the elementary 
school students have different way of learning and also different intelligence with differing levels of 
sophistication. By giving and presenting the theme of English learning materials which close to their daily life 
will help them introducing other language beside their first and second language.  
 
The previous data also show that beside close relationship of students‟ daily life, the materials should also 
provide tasks and activities physically. As the elementary school students‟ grade 5 can be categorized as 
young learners, they will need more activities in physical. The demonstration in this LBD textbook give the 
chance for students for doing Total Physical Response (TPR).  
 
Mustafa (2000:12) gives his view that in every day operation, in every classroom, in every school, in every 
nation around the world, the basis for TPR is seen. It is based on the premise that physical reaction is the 
normal answer to understanding an order. Of course, this is only one of the distinct knowledge, that we use 
while learning a foreign language. The use of kinesthetic intelligence and memory is especially important when 
we are teaching young children because we know that they do not learn mentally in conscious way. In simple 
terms, kids do not learn through thought, but through doing things. 
 
TPR has become a popular and successful means of introducing children and adults, particularly in the early 
stages of introduction, to a foreign language and to listen in particular.  They say children tend to listen a lot 
before they talk while learning their first language. And then their listening is followed by physical responses 
(reaching, grasping, running, moving, searching,etc) (Larsen (1985:109) Asher cited in Brown (1994:98); 
Anderson & Pesola (1988:127); Brewster (2003:44)).  
 
The TPR will indirectly provide students with some fun, so it will make some contribution to learning the 
English language. It is similar to Freeman‟s statement (1985:116) that teachers who use the TPR methods 
believe in the value of learning to communicate in a foreign language for their students to enjoy their 
experience. In fact, the TPR approach was created to reduce the pressure people feel when learning foreign 
languages and thus encourage students to continue their studies beyond a starting stage of competence.The 
daily life theme, need physical activities and tasks will make the study of language for elementary school 
students not only the form but they are introduced  with the notion of “functional use” and language‟s social 
existence.  
. 
Therefore meaning of teaching English for Elementary school students should be taken as a medium of 
communication. If learning is kept whole, meaningful, functional and interesting, the kids learn best. The 
materials in the textbook should be entire, significant, interesting and practical learning, in line with this 
principle, the content must have real means of interaction. It emphasizes the language‟s communicative roles 
(the work people use the language) rather than the forms (patterns) of language Fisher (1991:3), Brown (1994: 
91-3), Curtain & Pesola (1988:66), Kasihani in Sadtono (1997:168); Mustafa (2000:3). 
 
Based on the tasks and activities data in this textbook, it show that the tasks and activities has connected to 
each other. This book is not only offering the form but the textbook present the tasks and activities which 
connected each other. For example, the first introduction of each chapter offers the dialogue which illustrate 
the theme of the materials which close to students life. It is followed by the presentation of tasks and activities  
which tends to reinforce the topic with various types of task activities. Minimally three time repetition found in 
each context at each chapter. Therefore students learn and repeat each concept of the theme three times. It is 
important as by giving the chance for repetition in the tasks and activities unconsciously give the chance for 
students to memorize the concept. It is in line with Mistar (2019) statement, that high language skill and 
positive attitudes/strong encouragement will not work optimally unless adequate exposure to the target 
language is given to the learners. The function of exposure can be addressed in terms of exposure quantity 
and duration of exposure. The importance of the amount of exposure is connected to the function of language 
feedback that is required to be experienced by learners. 
 
Curtain & Pesola (1988:66) also states that children know a lot about literacy before schooling in their  learning 
process. There should be ample repetition of activities. When they make their own decisions based on their 
personal desires and needs, children learn best. Children must also be presented with various formats of 
learning experiences that they can select on the basis of what they feel is important and useful. In line with this 
theory, Children learned based on their personal desires, wants, and needs. The types of learning materials in 
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the LBD book can be grouped into four in this review. They are speech (dialogues, chants, reading text, stories 






The data show that the discourse can be found in this textbook, in the  form of dialogues, chants, reading text, 
stories and songs.  For the example the task, “  Read. A happy child (LBD/I/P31/c.2) chant.  This textbook  
presents  the discourse in the form series stories and reading texts which consist of  1- 2 paragraphs with list 
of  difficult words  and their meaning. It can be found in data (Lbd/G/p.17/C1)stoact!  (Data in the Learning by 
Doing book, part G, page 17, story activity). The  other form of discourse in the form of reading can be foung in 
(Lbd/E.1/p.24/c.2) readact. 
 
Reading text as a kind of discourse has tendencies to be short texts with some simple sentences. The text in 
reading task is completion. The completion in reading tasks can be divided into three types, such as: First, to 
test the ability of the students to deduce word meaning from the clues available in the context, the completion 
items are used. Before attempting to complete every blank, the students are told to read the entire text. It‟s 
Listen and repeat yourself. (Readtask/Lbd/G/P.75-76/C.5), its code for each task and activity in the textbook. 
This code means, the activity is reading task, poin G page 75-75,chapter 5. Second, based on a passage from 
the reading interpretation, the completion, which asked the students to fill in a table. Requiring the students to 
present the best tests in tabular form. 
 
 The information, which is extracted from the text. It is: Read the text carefully. (Lbd/D/P.54/C.4 readtask). 
Third, in the form of the book cataloque, the completion that provide the stimulus. It has been included here in 
a reading comprehension test as a reminder of the significance of different text types. It is helpful to use the 
type of reading material that the student may encounter in places where English is used as a means of 
communication every day.(Lbd/K/P.95/C.6). Complete the sentences. First, read the book catalogue. 
 
Based on the above presentation, all the forms of learning materials in the form of discourse has the texts in 
their presentation in the textbooks. They can be mentioned as text, because they have the components of 
texts e.g. sentences are unified, meaningful, and purposive. They also have the characteristics to be short or 
simple texts with some simple phrases. For the presentation of forms of learning materials in the textbooks, 
short text with some simple sentences in the discourse are suitable. It will give opportunity for the student to be 
able to imitate and memorize the given texts easily.  
 
There is certain formula, and the students asked to imitate as similar as the given formula. In the dialogs, it can 
be found the activities and tasks of LBD dialog in the form of text tend to be short text with some simple 
phrases and tend to offer the true sample of spoken language (it shows the learners how spoken English 
sounds) and written sentences that resemble what can be said by people. In other words, rather than being put 
together word by word, they tend to be formulaic language that is produced as whole chunks. This means that 
they consist of term that are understood as un analyzed (Lyons (1968:177) in Ellis (1988:167).  
 
As form of learning materials, the discourse also offers the students to learn something that is acquainted and 
close to life of the student. It is able to be indicated from the context that found in the discourse. The familiar 
and close relationship to student‟s daily life as they can be categorized as children. For Children, it is hard to 
learn something that is not familiar and real for their life. In accordance to the previous explanation, the 
characteristics of discourse will give students‟ opportunities to practice and memorize the language in real 
communication. The familiarity and close relationship of the materials for the student‟s daily life can be 
indicated from the context that found in the discourse. Especially the context of culture or genre means 
describing how people use language to achieve culturally appropriate goals.  
 
In this study the genre of the text in form of learning materials in the discourse is an extensive range of 
everyday life. In other words, in this study the genre is daily life activities, such as: greetings, buying and 
selling, telling stories, etc. For example, in LBD has dialog, song, and reading text express the familiar activity 
in school. 
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Text, context, coherence, meaning, users and language use are the components of discourse. Nothing more 
than a piece of language can be defined as text (Cameron,2003:37). Therefore any passage of language, 
spoken or written of any length, forming a unified whole, is text. It creates framework for text exploration 
(Halliday and Hasan (1976:I) in  Eggins (1994)). They also introduce the idea of taste in describing a unified 
whole of text forms- the property that distinguishes text from non-text. The text has a texture that holds the 
clauses of a text together to give them unity. 
 
The context should be shown on the discourse alongside the text. Context refers to the originating discourse of 
the situation, and within which the discourse is inserted. The context can be devided into two types. The first 
being the situation context (register) describing the immediate situational context in which the text was 
developed (Eggins, 1994:26). She also argues that register theory describes the impact on the way language 
is influenced by dimensions of the actual situation of a language event situation. The way the language is 
used. 
 
The first form of learning material in LBD book is discourse. Cook (1989:72); Crystal (1992:25) in Nunan 
(1993:5) states that discourse is the first form of learning materials in the LBD book. Cook (1989:72); Crystal 
(1992:25) in Nunan (1993:5) states that discourse can be interpreted as a workout or ongoing stretch of 
language (especially spoken) composed of several phrases that are regarded to be meaningful, integrated, 
and purposive in some way. Cameron (2003:37) also describes that discourse includes the use of language 
and must include the context of use and the users of the text. There are various types of discourse, as: 
dialogs, chants, stories, reading texts, and songs). The characteristics of discourse in LBD book are: a). They 
are familiar and close for students‟ life; b). The discourse tends to be short and simple sentences; c). The 
simple and familiar vocabulary for the elementary school students and the discourse has function as the way 




The second form of learning materials in LBD is instruction. The form of instructions, which is found in the 
textbooks are TPR and short Question-Answer.  TPR and short question-answer have some command that 
tend to be instructions. They can be described below:  a).  TPR  at  LBD  book tends to have the tasks in the 
form of  TPR and tend to be commands that involving the entire body, large-motor skills. This means that they 
tend to display the Total Physical Response, which ask the students to recreate as closely related as the  
examples listed in the textbooks, and the TPR  requires the whole body, to have great motor skills. For 
example, “Let‟s make a musical instrument. (Lbd/G/p.104/c7). TPR task. The TPR are appropriate, familiar and 
close tasks for the children. It is a way to show the students understanding by showing their ability in real 
action, especially in body language. It is in line with (Curtain, Pesola, 1988 : 127) state that TPR is  systematic 
approach to the use of commands and is a common and effective way to bring children and adults to a foreign 
language and, in specific, to listening, especially during the early stages of teaching.  TPR will also make the 
students have a fun, as they should show their understanding in action. The physical action is appropriate, as 
the children have characteristics tend to be active. Indirectly, the children have chances to learn by doing and 
have long term memorization. Short Question – Answer in LBD has the instructions in the form of short 
question-answer.  The presentations of short Q – A in these textbooks are similar. They can be described such 
as: a). The first is short Q-A, which has a display question. It means there are short Q – A, which use 
illustrative picture at each segments. The questions tend to rise the students understanding of the knowledge 
by displaying their understanding in their answer (Gebhard, 1996:71). They are: (LBD/A2/P2/C1). What are 




There are visuals in the form of pictures (demonstrations) as form of learning materials. They can be found in 
each chapter in this study. In other words, in seven chapters there are pictures or demonstration activities and 
tasks. There are also  combinations of  activities and tasks relating  to images. The images in this study as 
forms of  learning materials have function of developing  the English vocabulary. They can be described in 
detail, such as: First, the demonstration has the illustrative colorful pictures of the words that will be introduced. 
It also accompanied by the given example of new word in the sentence. In other words, the new word does not 
stand itself, but it is introduced in sentence context. LBD has this type of demonstration activity, it is:  
(LBD/E3/P24/C2). Listen and repeat. Second, beside the above characteristics, the demonstrations also have 
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new words, which express the object. It belongs to LBD, it is: (LBD/E.1/p.39/c.3). Listen and repeat. Third is 
developing command in sentence uses demonstration. It is similar to Total Physical Response, meanwhile 
there is not instruction for the students to do in real action.  The illustrative colorful pictures reflect various 
activities. They are also presented in sentences, which reflect these activities. It is: (LBD/B2/P.5-6/C1). 
Classroom Instructions. These instructions are accompanied by the illustrative colorful pictures, which describe 
the figures do the above activities. e.g. the first instruction is the teacher who asks the students to go out. So 




In this study, the game is having relationship to the student‟s general knowledge. It means that the games 
found in this study are also familiar for the students‟ life and culture. There are various types of games found in 
this study, such as crossword game or crossword puzzle, word hunt, trace and write. The first type of game is 
crossword puzzle or game puzzles with pictorial clues. This game has given questions, which use the 
illustrative colorful pictures (functions as guiding questions) and then the students asked to answer the 
questions in crossword based on the given illustrative colorful pictures.  The games are familiar with the 
Indonesian students. LBD presented the Indonesian games at its tasks and activities, so the students still 
familiar with the games but the instruction in playing the games uses English language. For example the 
games found  snake-ladder games. They can be found in LBD page 80-81,Let‟s play a game. (LBD.P80-
81.u5) snake-ladder game.  
 
In this snake ladder‟s game, there is also adding information, that is given both in English and Indonesia. 
There are also some steps in doing the snake ladder‟s game. They are:  
“Read the instructions on next page. (Bacalah petunjuknya di halaman selanjutnya). Here are the 
instructions……. 
Instructions 
1. Play in pairs or teams. Even you can play alone. 
2. Each player should have a token (= gaco) 
3. Throw a dice before you place your token. 
4. Solve a problem in each space(=kotak). 
5. Count your scores at the end of the game. 
 
There are also questions with illustrative picture, point to the players, such as: 
What‟s your score? 
Who is the winner? 
 
These above instructions also accompanied by the illustrative colorful pictures at each segment, which reflects 
and describes its content of the instructions. In other words, beside the snake ladder, the simple games also 
can be found in the guessing games. Let‟s guess. Make question and ask your friend to guess. (Mari 
menebak. Buatlah sebuah pertanyaan dan mintalah temanmu untuk menebak!). (LBD.P89.U6) guessing.The 
instruction of the  
 
Besides the illustrative colorful pictures as tool to guide the guessing activity, this game also has the adding 
information and the example to do these games. 
 It is:     There is a colorful picture (geography‟s book).  
  For example:  What does the subject teach us? 
            Geography 
 
  The instructions: 
 Make some groups 
 The winner is the group with the highest score. 
 
There is simple guessing game as task. There are illustrative segmental pictures, which will guide the students 
to do this guessing game.  In line with the various types of games. They will give students the ability to play 
and play interactive games and enjoy them. Not only are they inspiring and enjoyable, but they can also 
provide exemplary practices to enhance pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and the four language skills 
(Brewster, Ellis  and Girrard, 2003:172). This gives the students the opportunity to have some pleasurable 
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experience that gives young learners the chance to practice foreign language in comfortable and enjoyable 
way (Martin,1995:1) in Brewster,2003:172)). In addition, young children enjoy learning by games. If learning is 




The results show various types of forms of learning materials in LBD. The  learning materials in the LBD 
English Textbook which have close relationship to students daily life activities. The learning materials that 
familiar for students life, like songs, story and chants. The learning materials are presented in short  simple  
sentences, and simple texts with colourful pictures. The learning materials also provide the chance for 
students to do physical activities. In general the form of learning materials in this textbook are: discourse 
(dialogs, chants, reading text, stories, and  songs,); instructions (TPR and short Question-answer), visuals in 
demonstration and games. The recommendation for this research, there must be accompanied instruction for 
the teachers in presenting the materials in appropriate ways. As teaching the elementary school students 
different with the adults. The text book should also accompanied by cassette for recording the songs, and 
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